David Burdeny Oceans Matt Devine A Fine Line

DAVID BURDENY new photographs
Nets, Ningde, Fujian, People’s Republic of China
available at: 59 x 73.5 / 44 x 55 / 32 x 40 / 21 x 26 inches

Sept. 9-Oct.15, 2017

MATT DEVINE new sculptures
The Fray #2
44 x 44 x 6 inches

ARTISTS RECEPTION, Saturday, September 9, 2-5pm
Exhibition continues until October 15, 2017
Biography David Burdeny
Known for his finely composed photographs, David Burdeny has spent the past 15 years exploring a variegated photographic Landscape ranging from minimal seascapes, ornate European interiors to abstract aerial images. Widely
collected in Canada, the USA, Asia and Europe, the sheer beauty of David’s images has firmly placed him within
the realm of Canada’s most sought after photo-based artists. David’s willingness to take risks, eschew dogma and
continuously pursue his innate curiosity for new subjects and themes has become a signature element in his work. Be
it mounting a camera beneath a self -built drone, shooting from the deck of an Antarctic bound icebreaker or waiting for an ocean tide to advance, David faithfully imbeds his own formal signature into each and every image further
expressing a life long passion for the built environment and the camera’s interpretation of it. Distinctly David Burdeny,
the photographs are rigorous yet graceful, inviting the viewer to form their own narrative as if they too were passing
through the space or gazing into the horizon for the very first time.
Biography Matt Devine
Matt Devine is self-taught metal sculpture artist born in Salem, Massachusetts and currently works and resides in Petaluma, California. USA. Devine began honing his metal fabrication skills in 1995 and transitioned to full-time sculpting in 2001. He is a master
fabricator and sculptor of heavy and precious metals such as steel, aluminum and bronze.
From 2013-2016, Devine participated in 13 International art fairs. For 2016, notable private and public commissions are Casa Mira
View, Brisas Series monumental work, San Diego, CA,Cyril Chapuy, One Eight One, Paris France; Stanford Neuroscience Health
Center, Reversion #2, Palo Alto, CA, King of Prussia Mall, Brisas and Outlook Series, King of Prussia Pennsylvania; Otto Bremer
Foundation Edward wall installation St. Paul, Minnesota. Private collection locations include, Vancouver, Canada, Los Angeles California, New York, New York and international collections in Mexico, Thailand, Saudi Arabia and Hong Kong, China. Awards include
2013 Orchid Award Nominee, Intersect, San Diego Architectural Foundation 2013 San Diego Art Prize, Established Artist of the Year
Nominee.

All images, dimensions and values for the exhibition are listed under David Burdeny and Matt Devine at: http://www.kostuikgallery.com
Tuesday to Saturday 10am – 6pm, Sundays 1pm – 5pm. Private appointments are always welcome

